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-RWIGXE1YRHMMWENSYVREPTVMQEVMP]HIZSXIHXSMRWIGXW]WXIQEXMGWFYXEVXMGPIWGERFITYFPMWLIHSR
ER]RSRQEVMRIEVXLVSTSHXE\SR1ERYWGVMTXWGSRWMHIVIHJSVTYFPMGEXMSRMRGPYHIFYXEVIRSXPMQMXIHXS
W]WXIQEXMGSVXE\SRSQMGWXYHMIWVIZMWMSRWRSQIRGPEXYVEPGLERKIWJEYREPWXYHMIWFSSOVIZMI[WTL]PS
KIRIXMGEREP]WIWFMSPSKMGEPSVFILEZMSVEPWXYHMIWIXG-RWIGXE1YRHMMW[MHIP]HMWXVMFYXIHERHVIJIV
IRGIHSVEFWXVEGXIHF]WIZIVEPWSYVGIWMRGPYHMRKXLI>SSPSKMGEP6IGSVH'%&%FWXVEGXWIXG
%WSJ-RWIGXE1YRHMMWTYFPMWLIHMVVIKYPEVP]XLVSYKLSYXXLI]IEVRSXEWEUYEVXIVP]MWWYIW
%WQERYWGVMTXWEVIGSQTPIXIHXLI]EVITYFPMWLIHERHKMZIRERMRHMZMHYEPRYQFIV1ERYWGVMTXWQYWXFI
TIIVVIZMI[IHTVMSVXSWYFQMWWMSREJXIV[LMGLXLI]EVIEKEMRVIZMI[IHF]XLIIHMXSVMEPFSEVHXSMRWYVI
UYEPMX]3RIEYXLSVSJIEGLWYFQMXXIHQERYWGVMTXQYWXFIEGYVVIRXQIQFIVSJXLI'IRXIVJSV7]WXIQ
EXMG)RXSQSPSK]
1EREKMRKIHMXSV4EYP)7OIPPI]IQEMPMRWIGXEQYRHM$KQEMPGSQ
4VSHYGXMSRIHMXSV1MGLEIP'8LSQEWIQEMPXLSQEWQ$HSEGWWXEXIJPYW
)HMXSVMEPFSEVH.,*VERO1.4EYPWIR
4VMRXIHGSTMIWHITSWMXIHMRPMFVEVMIWSJ
'7-63'ERFIVVE%'8%YWXVEPME
1YWIYHI>SSPSKME7ÇS4EYPS&VE^MP
%KVMGYPXYVIERH%KVMJSSH'EREHE3XXE[E3RXEVMS'EREHE
8LI2EXYVEP,MWXSV]1YWIYQ0SRHSR)RKPERH
1Y^IYQ--RWX]XYX>SSPSKMM4ER;EVWE[4SPERH
2EXMSREP8EM[ER9RMZIVWMX]8EMTIM8EM[ER
'EPMJSVRME%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIW7ER*VERGMWGS'%97%
*PSVMHE(ITEVXQIRXSJ%KVMGYPXYVIERH'SRWYQIV7IVZMGIW+EMRIWZMPPI*097%
*MIPH1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]'LMGEKS-097%
2EXMSREP1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]7QMXLWSRMER-RWXMXYXMSR;EWLMRKXSR('97%
)PIGXVSRMGGSTMIWMR4(*JSVQEX
4VMRXIH'(QEMPIHXSEPPQIQFIVWEXIRHSJ]IEV
*PSVMHE'IRXIVJSV0MFVEV]%YXSQEXMSRTYVPJGPEIHYJGPEMRWIGXEQYRHM
%YXLSVMRWXVYGXMSRWEZEMPEFPISRXLI-RWIGXE1YRHMTEKIEX
LXXT[[[GIRXIVJSVW]WXIQEXMGIRXSQSPSK]SVKMRWIGXEQYRHM
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%FWXVEGX%JEYREPPMWXSJWTIGMIWSJ'SPISTXIVEMRKIRIVEMRJEQMPMIWMWTVIWIRXIHJSVXLI'SQQSR[IEPXL
SJXLI&ELEQEW*SVQSWXWTIGMIWMWPERHERHPSGEPMX][MXLMRMWPERHGSPPIGXMRKMRJSVQEXMSRMWTVSZMHIH

-RXVSHYGXMSR
,MWXSVMGEPP]XLIFIIXPIJEYRESJXLI&ELEQEWLEWFIIRZIV]TSSVP]ORS[R0IRKERH1YXGLPIV 
MRXLIMVPMWXSJXLIFIIXPIWSJXLI;IWX-RHMIWVIGSVHIHSRP]WTIGMIWWTIGMJMGEPP]JVSQXLI&ELEQEW
&PEGO[IPHIV  PMWXIHWTIGMIWJVSQXLI&ELEQEW :EYVMIF -RRIMXLIVGEWIHMHXLI
EYXLSVWMRGPYHIXLIREQIWSJXLIMRHMZMHYEPMWPERHJSVXLIVIGSVHW8LITVIWIRXPMWXSJWTIGMIWMR
KIRIVEMRJEQMPMIWKVI[HMVIGXP]SYXSJSYVI\TIVMIRGIWSR%RHVSW-WPERH[LIVIEPMWXSJXLI'IVEQF]GMHEI
8LSQEWERH8YVRFS[ SJXLEXMWPERHKVI[MRXSEPMWXSJ%RHVSW'SPISTXIVEERHJMREPP]MRXSEGLIGO
PMWXSJXLI'SPISTXIVESJXLI&ELEQEWEWE[LSPI-XWLSYPHFIWIIREWETVIPMQMREV]PMWXEWXLI&ELEQEW
EVIWXMPPVIPEXMZIP]TSSVP]GSPPIGXIHERHXLIJEYREMWWXMPPTSSVP]ORS[RIWTIGMEPP]GSRWMHIVMRKLS[GPSWI
XLI]EVIXSXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW1ER]WTIGMQIRWGSPPIGXIHHYVMRKSYVXVMTWXS%RHVSW-WPERHERH+VIEX
-REKYEVIQEMRYRMHIRXMJMIH
8LITYFPMGEXMSRSJXLMWGLIGOPMWXGSQTPIXIWEWIXSJGLIGOPMWXWXLEXEPWSMRGPYHIW*PSVMHE 4IGOERH
8LSQEW ERH'YFE 4IGO [LMGL[MXLXLI&ELEQEWGSQTVMWIEREXYVEPFMSKISKVETLMGYRMX
[MXLQYGLMRGSQQSRJEYRMWXMGEPP]ERHJPSVMWXMGEPP]
8LIPMWXTVSZMHIHLIVIMWEGSQFMREXMSRSJPMXIVEXYVIVIGSVHW VIJIVIRGIH RI[MRJSVQEXMSRFEWIHSR
SYVGSPPIGXMRKSR%RHVSW-WPERHMRERHERH+VIEX-REKYEMRERHWTIGMQIRVIGSVHW
MRXLI*PSVMHE7XEXI'SPPIGXMSRSJ%VXLVSTSHW *7'% 0MXIVEXYVIVIGSVHWJSVw&ELEQEWxSVw&ELEQE
-WPERHWxSRP] &PEGO[IPHIV(EVPMRKXSR)V[MRERH7MQW0IRKERH1YXGLPIV
3v&VMIRERH;MFQIV4IGO8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW;MFQIVERH3v&VMIRERH
=SYRK LEZIFIIRSQMXXIH[LIRQSVIWTIGMJMGHEXELEZIFIIRPSGEXIH0SGEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSRMWTVI
WIRXIHZIVFEXMQGSVVIGXMSRWERHIQIRHEXMSRWETTIEVMRFVEGOIXW8LIVITSWMXSVMIWSJEPPWTIGMQIRWPMWXIH
EVIWYTTPMIH[LIRORS[R
&IGEYWIXLIKVIEXQENSVMX]SJXLIWTIGMIWPMWXIHEVIRI[JSVXLI&ELEQEWRSEXXIQTXLEWFIIRQEHI
XSMHIRXMJ]XLSWIEWWYGL1ER]JEQMPMIWEVILIVIRI[P]VITSVXIHJVSQXLI&ELEQEW,S[IZIVMXWIIQW
NYWXMJMIHXSQIRXMSRXLIJMVWX&ELEQMERVIGSVHWSJ,IXIVSFSWXV]GLYW EIUYEPMW ;EXIVLSYWI  &SWXVMGLMHEI 
ER%WMERTS[HIVTSWXFIIXPIERH%TLERMWXMGLYWGSGLMRGLMREIWIQMRYPYQ 3FIRFIVKIV  &YTVIWXMHEI ER
%WMERWYKEVGERITIWX&SXLEPWSEVIIWXEFPMWLIHMR*PSVMHE
8LIJEQMP]GSQTSWMXMSRERHEVVERKIQIRXSJXLIPMWXJSPPS[W%VRIXXERH8LSQEW  [MXLXLI
JSPPS[MRKI\GITXMSRW>STLIVMHEIMRGPYHIXLISPH1SRSQQEXMHEI 1SRSQQMHEI ERH'SP]HMMHEI WII-ZMI
 ERH,]FSWSVMHEIMRGPYHI'IVEXSGERXLMHEI 3GEQTS ERH']FSGITLEPMHEI 7QMXL ERH
&SPFSGIVEXMHEI /VÅPIXEP EVIVIGSKRM^IHEWHMWXMRGXJEQMPMIW*EQMPMIWEVIPMWXIHEPTLEFIXMGEPP]
KIRIVEEVIEVVERKIHEPTLEFIXMGEPP]YRHIVJEQMP]LIEHMRKWWTIGMIWEVIEVVERKIHEPTLEFIXMGEPP][MXLMR
KIRIVE
-RQER]GEWIWXLIMRGVIEWIMRXLIRYQFIVSJ&ELEQMERWTIGMIWLEWFIIRGSRWMHIVEFPI*SVI\EQTPI
(EVPMRKXSR  VIGSVHIHWTIGMIWSJ'EVEFMHEI I\GPYHMRK'MGMRHIPMREI JSVXLI&ELEQEW[ILIVI
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VIGSVHWTIGMIWI\GPYHMRK'MGMRHIPMREI WTIGMIWMRGPYHMRKXLIXMKIVFIIXPIW 3XLIVJEQMPMIW[MXL
PEVKIRYQFIVWSJ&ELEQMERWTIGMIWEVI'YVGYPMSRMHEI'IVEQF]GMHEI'LV]WSQIPMHEIERH
8IRIFVMSRMHEI7TIGMQIRVIGSVHWVITSVXIHLIVIVITVIWIRXMWPERHWFYX[IPPSZIVLEPJSJXLIVIGSVHW
EVIJVSQ%RHVSW-WPERH%RHVSWMWXLIPEVKIWXSJXLI&ELEQMERMWPERHWERH[SYPHFII\TIGXIHXSLEZI
XLIPEVKIWXJEYREFYXXLMWRYQFIVTVSFEFP]EPWSVIJPIGXWXLIVIPEXMZIEQSYRXSJGSPPIGXMRKIJJSVXI\TIRHIH
XLIVI3XLIVMWPERHW[MXLLMKLRYQFIVWSJVIGSVHWEVI+VIEX-REKYE7SYXL&MQMRMERH)PIYXLIVE

8LI&ELEQEW
8LI'SQQSR[IEPXLSJXLI&ELEQEWMWEROQPSRKEVGLMTIPEKSSJMWPERHWERHGE]WP]MRK
VSYKLP]EFSZIXLIEVGJSVQIHF]*PSVMHE'YFEERH,MWTERMSPE3RP]MWPERHWEVIMRLEFMXIH&MQMRMMW
OQJVSQ*PSVMHEERH+VIEX-REKYEMWEFSYXOQJVSQ'YFE1SWXSJXLIMWPERHWEVIPS[XLILMKLIWX
TSMRXMRXLI&ELEQEWMW1SYRX%PZIVRMESR'EX-WPERHEXQ'SQFMRIHEVIESJXLIMWPERHWMW
OQ
&VS[RIIXEP  6EXGPMJJIERH'EZI  ERH7XIMRIV F LEZIEPPHMWGYWWIHEXPIRKXLXLI
FMSKISKVETL]ERHJEYREPVIPEXMSRWLMTWSJXLI&ELEQEW[MXLIQTLEWMWSRXLI'IVEQF]GMHEI7GEVEFEIMHEI
(]REWXMREIERH8IRIFVMSRMHEIVIWTIGXMZIP]8LIJEYRESJXLI&ELEQEWMWSJVIPEXMZIP]VIGIRXSVMKMRWMRGI
XLI&ELEQEW[IVIGSQTPIXIP]MRYRHEXIHHYVMRKXLI4PMSGIRI(YVMRKKPEGMEPTIVMSHWSJXLI4PIMWXSGIRI
XLIRSVXLIVR&ELEQEWJSVQIHEGSRXMRYSYWPERHQEWWGEPPIH4EPISTVSZMHIRGIXLEX[EWSRP]REVVS[P]
WITEVEXIHJVSQ'YFEXLIWSYXLIVR&ELEQEW 'VSSOIH-WPERH%GOPMRW1E]EKYERE7ER7EPZEHSV6YQ
'E]ERH-REKYE [IVIWITEVEXIMWPERHWHYVMRKXLEXTIVMSH
8LI&ELEQMERFIIXPIJEYREGERFIFVSOIRHS[RMRXSJMZIKVSYTWWTIGMIWWLEVIH[MXL*PSVMHEERHXLI
WSYXLIEWXIVR9RMXIH7XEXIWWTIGMIWWLEVIH[MXL'YFEWTIGMIWWLEVIH[MXL,MWTERMSPEWTIGMIW[MHI
WTVIEHXLVSYKLSYXXLI;IWX-RHMIWERHWTIGMIWTVIGMRGXMZI wIRHIQMGx XSXLI&ELEQEW
'SPPIGXMSRGSHIRW%&7' %VGLFSPH&MSPSKMGEP7XEXMSR %12, %QIVMGER1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MW
XSV] %274 %GEHIQ]SJ2EXYVEP7GMIRGIW4LMPEHIPTLME &'6' &VIXX'6EXGPMJJI'SPPIGXMSR &(:'
&EVV](:EPIRXMRI'SPPIGXMSR &2-' &ELEQMER2EXMSREP-RWIGX'SPPIGXMSR2EWWEY &=9' &VMKLEQ
=SYRK9RMZIVWMX]4VSZS '%7' 'EPMJSVRME%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGI7ER*VERGMWGS '12' 'EREHMER1Y
WIYQSJ2EXYVI3XXE[E '2'- 'EREHMER2EXMSREP'SPPIGXMSRSJ-RWIGXW3XXE[E '12, 'EVRIKMI
1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV] ';3' ';3v&VMIR'SPPIGXMSR )07' )PFIVX07PIITIV'SPPIGXMSR 
)1)' )WWMK1YWIYQ9RMZIVWMX]SJ'EPMJSVRME&IVOIPI] *7'% *PSVMHE7XEXI'SPPIGXMSRSJ%VXLVSTSHW
+EMRIWZMPPI +6'' +IVEGI6IWIEVGL'IRXIV7ER7EPZEHSV ,%,' ,IRV]ERH%RRI,S[HIR'SPPIG
XMSR -672 -RWXMXYXVS]EPHIW7GMIRGIWREXYVIPPIWHI&IPKMUYI .)0' .EQIW)0PS]H'SPPIGXMSR 1%-'
1MGLEIP%-ZMI'SPPIGXMSR 1'>' 1YWIYQSJ'SQTEVEXMZI>SSPSK]'EQFVMHKI 18)' 1SRXERE7XEXI
9RMZIVWMX]&S^IQER 1>74 1YWIYHI>SSPSKMEHE9RMZIVWMHEHIHI7ÇS4EYPS 379' 3LMS7XEXI
9RMZIVWMX]'SPYQFYW 4)7' 4EYP)7OIPPI]'SPPIGXMSR 4/0' 4EYP0EKS'SPPIGXMSR 6('' 6SREPH
('EZI'SPPIGXMSR 6,8' 6SFIVX,8YVRFS[.V'SPPIGXMSR 7)1' 7RS[)RXSQSPSKMGEP1YWIYQEX
XLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ/ERWEW 8%19 8I\EW% 19RMZIVWMX] 814' 8MQ1G'EFI'SPPIGXMSR 9'&' 8LI
)WWMK1YWIYQSJ)RXSQSPSK]9RMZIVWMX]SJ'EPMJSVRME&IVOIPI] 9721 7QMXLWSRMER-RWXMXYXMSR
;EWLMRKXSR('
%GORS[PIHKQIRXW
*SVLIPT[MXLMHIRXMJMGEXMSRW[IXLERO8SQ%XOMRWSR 7GSP]XMREI +ISVKI&EPP 'EVEFMHEI ;MPPMEQ
&EVV 'PIVMHEI 6SFIVX&IMVMKIV &SWXVMGLMHEI 1EVG&VERLEQ 0EQT]VMHEI 7ØRME%'EWEVM )PEXIVMHEI 
(SR'LERHPIV %RXLMGMHEI4WIPETLMREI 7LE[R'PEVO 'LV]WSQIPMHEI %RHVI['PMRI 'SV]PSTLMHEI
2MXMHYPMHEI )VMG'VSRMR 'MMHEI &]VH(S^MIV &YTVIWXMHEI 6SFIVX+SVHSR 'SGGMRIPPMHEI .SLR.EGOQER
1SVHIPPMHEI .SLR/MRKWSPZIV &VYGLMHEI(IVQIWXMHEI 2EHMRI/VMWOE 3IHIQIVMHEI 6MGL0IWGLIR
)VSX]PMHEI 7XIZIR0MRKEJIPXIV 'IVEQF]GMHEI 2EXLER0SVH 0EXVMHMMHEI %HVMIER1E]SV 1IP]VMHEI 
'LEVPIW3v&VMIR 'YVGYPMSRMHEI 7IER3v/IIJI 7G]HQEIRMHEI ;IWXSR3TMX^ 'PIVMHEI 6SFIVX3XXS
)YGRIQMHEI 7XI[EVX4IGO 0IMSHMHEI 8/IMXL4LMPMTW %RSFMMHEI (EVVIR4SPPSGO 1IPERHV]MHEI
1]GXIVMHEI7EPTMRKMHEI7GVETXMMHEI .EGUYIW6MJOMRH 'PIVMHEI *PS]H7LSGOPI] )RHSQ]GLMHEI 6YHSPTL
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Great Abaco
Grand Bahama

Bimini
New Providence

Eleuthera

Andros

Cat Island
San Salvador

Great
Exuma

Long Island
Crooked Island
Mayaguana
Acklins

Great Inagua

1ET'SQQSR[IEPXLSJXLI&ELEQEW

7GLYL 'SP]HMMREI 4EYP7OIPPI] )VSX]PMHEI7GEVEFEIMHEI ;EVVIR7XIMRIV 4LEPEGVMHEI8IRIFVMSRMHEI 
%PI\I]8MWLIGLOMR ,MWXIVMHEI &EVV]:EPIRXMRI %RXLVMFMHEI ERH2EXEPME:ERHIRFIVK 'SGGMRIPPMHEI 
*SVTIVQMXWXSGSPPIGXSR%RHVSW-WPERHERH+VIEX-REKYE[IXLEROXLI&ELEQMER(ITEVXQIRXSJ
%KVMGYPXYVIERHXLI&ELEQEW2EXMSREP8VYWXJSVMRZEPYEFPIEHZMGIERHMRJSVQEXMSRSR+VIEX-REKYE
LEFMXEXWERHPSGEPMXMIW[IXLERO&ELEQEW2EXMSREP8VYWX[EVHIR,IRV]2M\SRJSVTEVXMEPJMRERGMEP
WYTTSVX[IXLEROXLI(MZMWMSRSJ4PERX-RHYWXV]*PSVMHE(ITEVXQIRXSJ%KVMGYPXYVIERH'SRWYQIV
7IVZMGIWERHJSVQEOMRKXLI%RHVSWXVMTWTSWWMFPI[IXLERO-RXIVREXMSREP*MIPH7XYHMIW-RGERHIWTI
GMEPP]XLITIVWSRRIPEX*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR*SVGSQTERMSRWLMTSRXLIGSPPIGXMRKXVMTW[IXLERO&]VH
(S^MIV+&)H[EVHWERH8VIZSV7QMXL*SVVIEHMRKERHGVMXMGM^MRKXLIQERYWGVMTX[IXLERO7XI[EVX
4IGOERH+MRS2IEVRW
8LMWMW*PSVMHE(ITEVXQIRXSJ%KVMGYPXYVIERH'SRWYQIV7IVZMGIW(MZMWMSRSJ4PERX-RHYWXV]&Y
VIEYSJ)RXSQSPSK]2IQEXSPSK]ERH4PERX4EXLSPSK])RXSQSPSK]'SRXVMFYXMSR2S
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0-783*74)'-)7
%()6-(%)
%HIVYW FVYRRMTIRRMW 0I'SRXI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI 6,8' +6)%8-2%+9%RSVXL
GSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'% 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%6,8'
'RSTYWWT #MQTVIWWYW 0I'SRXI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R *7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX
4SMRX *7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%6,8' QM27EPX4SRH
,MPP *7'%
+EREWGYW ZIRXVMGSWYW 0I'SRXI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' &ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI 6,8' *SVJEV
*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' OQ)0SRHSR'VIIO 6,8' 
1SRI]4SMRX 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2
; *7'%
>SRERXIWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' +6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'% QM2
7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
#>SRERXIWWT
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI 6,8'
%23&--(%)
&]VVLSHIWWT
%2(6374MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR 2);463:-()2')2EWWEY *7'%
'EP]QQEHIVYWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI 6,8'
'EP]QQEHIVYWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%
ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX *7'%6,8' RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX
*7'%6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%6,8' 7SYXL&E]FIEGL 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%
6,8' QM27EPX4SRH,MPP *7'% 9RMSR'VIIO6IWIVZIIRXVERGI 6,8'
'EP]QQEHIVYWWT
)0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'%
'EXSVEQEWTSVWTT
)0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ 7TERMWL;IPPW ;MGOLEQ +6%2(&%,%1%
;EXIV'E] ;MGOLEQ
'V]TXSVEQEHIRWMTYRGXEXYW*MWLIVSVRV
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8'
'V]TXSVEQE ZSVXMGEPI*EPP
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' OQ)0SRHSR'VIIO
6,8' 4MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%ZMG
1MHHPI4SMRX *7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'% 7EPX
4SRH,MPP *7'% 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%
'V]TXSVEQE#RWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%
'V]TXSVEQE#RWT
+6)%8-2%+9%RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
'V]TXSVEQEWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8'
'V]TXSVEQEWT
+68)%8-2%+9%2SVXL[IWX4SMRX 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH 6,8'
'V]TXSVEQEWT
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1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'% '633/)(
-70%2(0ERHVEMP4SMRX %12,&PEOI +6%2(&%,%1%;IWX)RH %12,&PEOI 
)0)98,)6%+SZIVRSVW,EVFSYV %12,&PEOI
%TVEIE#T]VMXSWE 7YJJVMER
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8'
%VKSTMWXIWRWT
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI 6,8'
'ETVEMXE#RWT
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8'
'LEIXSGRIQE FVYRRIWGIRW,SVR
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX &=9'*7'%6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI &=9'6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' 
1SRI]4SMRX 6,8' 7SJ*VIWL'VIIOSRVSEHXS972EZEP7XEXMSR *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%
1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8' 1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' WXVERH7SJ1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX
*7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; &=9'*7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP &=9'*7'%6,8' 
7SYXL&E]VSEH 6,8'
'LEIXSGRIQE SFIWYPE0I'SRXI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' 7QEPP,STI 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO &=9'6,8'
'LEPGSWMG]E ERHVSWIRWMW&PEOI
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'% *VIWL'VIIO %12,&PEOI '%8-70%2(&IRRIXXvW,EVFSYV
9721&PEOI
'LEPGSWMG]E#RWT
+6)%8-2%+9%WXVERHWSJ1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'%6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP
*7'%6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%6,8' QM27EPX4SRH,MPP *7'% IRXVERGI9RMSR
'VIIO4VIWIVZI *7'%
'LEPITYW WERKYMRMGSPPMW 0MRREIYW
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%
#'LEVMHSXIPPEWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8'
'LPEQMWYW GSRMJIVE 0EGSVHEMVI
%2(637.YRKPI4SRH *7'%
'V]TXSGITLEPYW E^YVIMTIRRMW7YJJVMER
7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] :EYVMIF
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'V]TXSGITLEPYW QEVKMRMGSPPMW7YJJVMER
)0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ 2);463:-()2')2EWWEY ;EXWSR
'V]TXSGITLEPYW WEYGMYW7YJJVMER SVRIEV
%2(637&S[IR7SYRH *7'% 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 
1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 2MGLSPPW8S[R *7'% 3[IRW8S[R *7'%6,8' 7XEJJSVH
'VIIO &=9'6,8' QM77SYXL&PEROIX7SYRH 6,8'
'V]TXSGITLEPYW ZMVMHMTIRRMW7YJJVMER
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'% &S[IR7SYXL 6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'%6,8' 
'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 3[IRW
8S[R *7'% RV7ER%RHVSW &=9'*7'%6,8' 7QEPP,STI 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO &=9'
6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'% +6%2(&%,%1%&VSSO[SSH*EVQ *7'% ;EPPEGI
*EVQ &=9'*7'%
'V]TXSGITLEPYWRWT
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'%6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO
6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 1SVKERvW&PYJJ 6,8' 
7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'%
'V]TXSGITLEPYWRWT
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'%6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI
*7'% 'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 
1SRI]4SMRX *7'% QM;7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' 7QEPP,STI 6,8' 7SJ*VIWL'VIIOSR
VSEHXS972EZEP7XEXMSR *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' QM77SYXL&PEROIX7SYRH 6,8'
'V]TXSGITLEPYWRWT
%2(637&S[IR7SYRH *7'% *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' QM;7XEJJSVH'VIIO
*7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' QM77SYXL&PEROIX7SYRH 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI
6,8'
'V]TXSGITLEPYWRWT
+6)%8-2%+9%2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'%6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP 6,8'
(MEGLYW EYVEXYW *EFVMGMYW
%2(6373[IRW8S[R 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
(MEGLYWWUYEPIRW 7YJJVMER
w&%,%1%7xRSSXLIVPSGEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSR 4IGO
(MWSR]GLE HMWGSMHIE *EFVMGMYW
%2(637&S[IR7SYRH *7'%
(MWSR]GLE TIRW]PZERMGE -PPMKIV
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8'
(MWSR]GLEWTMPSXVEGLIPE&PEOI
+6)%8-2%+9%7SYXL&E]VSEH &=9'*7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP &=9'6,8'
)TMXVM\JEWGMEXE&PEXGLPI]
w&%,%1%7xRSSXLIVPSGEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSR 4IGO
)TMXVM\WT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
)TMXVM\WT
%2(637'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI 6,8'
)YV]TITPEGEPSGLVSQE &PEOI
%2(637(VMKKW,MPPWRIEV7SYXL&MKLX &PEOI
)YV]TITPEZMXVIE &SLIQER
w&%,%1%7xRSSXLIVPSGEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSR 4IGO
)\IQE#KMFFIV *EFVMGMYW
%2(637'EGXYW'STTMGI &=9'*7'%6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' 3[IRW8S[R *7'% 7XEJJSVH
'VIIO 6,8'
+P]TXMRE#RWT
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8'
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,IQMPEGXMGERWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% .YRKPI4SRH *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% +6)%8
-2%+9%WXVERH7SJ1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX *7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2
; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP 6,8'
,IQMWTLEIVSXETVSFRWT
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'%
,SQSWGLIQE ERHVSWIRWMW &PEOI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI &=9'*7'% 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'% 
'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'% .YRKPI4SRH *7'% 3[IRW8S[R 6,8' 7QEPP,STI &=9'6,8'
,SQSWGLIQE#PSRKIRWI&PEOI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR &=9'*7'%6,8' 032+-70%2((IEHQERvW'E] %12,
&PEOI
/YWGLIPMREFVEGL]WGIPYW &PEOI ?!3IHMSR]GLYWFVEGL]WGIPYW&PEOIA
+6%2(&%,%1%;IWX)RH %12,&PEOI
0IYGSGIVEWT
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'%6,8' .YRKPI4SRH *7'% 7SJ*VIWL'VIIOSRVSEHXS97
2EZEP7XEXMSR *7'%
0SRKMXEVWYW#TVSZMHIRWMW&PEOI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR &=9'*7'%6,8' )0)98,)6%+SZIVRSVW,EVFSYV %12,
&PEOI +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R %12,&PEOI 2);463:-()2')QM;
2EWWEY %12,&PEOI
0SRKMXEVWYW#VSWIRWMW&PEOI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI &=9'*7'% +6%2(&%,%1%4MRI
6MHKI %12,&PEOI9721
0SRKMXEVWYW#XIWXEGIYW 1IPWLIMQIV
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'%
0SRKMXEVWYW#RWT
+6)%8-2%+9%ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX *7'%
1IKMWXSTW FELEQIRWMW&PEOI
%2(637'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'% )0)98,)6%,EVFSYV-WPERH &PEOI
1IXEGLVSQEEHYWXYQ7YJJVMER
+6)%8-2%+9%WXVERHWSJ1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX *7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH
2; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX &=9'*7'% 7EPX4SRH,MPP &=9'*7'%6,8' 
7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%
1IXEGLVSQE JIPMW&PEOI
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR
*7'%6,8' QM)0SRHSR'VIIO 6,8' 3[IRW8S[R &=9'6,8' 7SJ*VIWL'VIIOSR
VSEHXS972EZEP7XEXMSR *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' '%8-70%2(%VXLYVW8S[R &PEOI
1'>'
1IXEGLVSQE#JIPMW,SVR
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% QM70SRHSR'VIIO *7'% 
3[IRW8S[R *7'%6,8'
1IXEGLVSQE REWWEYIRWI&PEOI
2);463:-()2')2EWWEY &PEOI9721
1IXEGLVSQE XIWXEGIYQ&PEXGLPI]
)0)98,)6%RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] &PEOI
1IXEGLVSQE #XIWXEGIYQ&PEXGLPI]
+6)%8-2%+9%1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8'
1IXEGLVSQE XIWXEGIYQ IPEGLMWXYQ&PEOI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'% 'EVKMPP'VIIO &=9'*7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR &=9'
*7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI &=9'*7'%6,8' 1SRI]4SMRX *7'%6,8' 7SJ*VIWL
'VIIOSRVSEHXS972EZEP7XEXMSR *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
1IXEGLVSQERWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'%
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1IXEGLVSQE#RWT
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'% 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 3[IRW
8S[R *7'%6,8'
1IXEGLVSQE#RWT
)0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'%
1IXEGLVSQE#RWT
+6)%8-2%+9%1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' ZMG1MHHPI4SMRX *7'% RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2
; *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'%
1SRSQEGVEEPFMRE &PEOI
%2(6374MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR )0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH &PEOI
1SRSQEGVEERHVSWIRWMW &PEOI
%2(637'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'% 'EVKMPP'VIIO &=9'*7'% *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR &=9'
*7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI &=9'*7'% 3[IRW8S[R *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' 9RGPI
'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'%
1SRSQEGVEIPIYXLIVEI &PEOI
)0)98,)6%RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] &PEOI
3SQSVTLYW JPSVMHERYW,SVR
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI &=9'*7'% *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1SRI]4SMRX *7'% 
3[IRW8S[R 6,8' RV7ER%RHVSW *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'% *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% QM77SYXL&PEROIX7SYRH
*7'%6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% QM77SYXL&PEROIX7SYRH
*7'%6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8'
4EGL]FVEGLMWWT
+6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
4EGL]FVEGLMWWTSVWTT
%2(6374MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR )0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ
7]TLVIEFELEQIRWMW &PEOI ?!,IVQEISTLEKEFELEQIRWMW&PEOIA
)<91%&MXXIV+YERE'E] &PEOI9721 032+-70%2('PEVIRGI8S[R %12,&PEOI

7]TLVIE #FELEQIRWMW &PEOI
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8' RSVXLGSEWXVSEH2; *7'% 7EPX
4SRH,MPP *7'%6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%
8VMEGLYW GIVMRYW0I'SRXI
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI &=9'*7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR
*7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' +6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP &=9'*7'%6,8'
=MRKEVIWGERWT
%2(637'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 3[IRW8S[R *7'%6,8'
=MRKEVIWGERWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8' 7SJ*VIWL'VIIOSRVSEHXS972EZEP7XEXMSR *7'%
6,8'
>ITLIVMRERWT
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 'ETXEMR&MPPvW&PYI,SPI *7'%6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR
*7'%6,8' .YRKPI4SRH *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 7QEPP,STI 6,8' 9RGPI
'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'%
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'--(%)
'IVEGMWQMRYXYW(YV]
w&%,%1%7xRSSXLIVPSGEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSR 4IGO
'IVEGMWRMKVSTYRGXEXYW0E[VIRGI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8'
'MWGVIFIVVMQYW1IPPMÍ
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH
,MPP *7'%
'MWGVMRMXYW0E[VIRGI
+6)%8-2%+9%QM)'SRGL7LIPP,MPP 0E[VIRGI
'MWLMVWYXYW'EWI]
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 0E[VIRGI
'MWWT
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
3VXLSGMW#LYIWERYW/VEYW
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%
'0)6-(%)
'EPPSXMPPYW FELEQIRWMW:EYVMI
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'% 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] :EYVMIE
1EHSRMIPPERWT
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
2ISVXLSTPIYVE RIWMSXIW&EVV
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% +6)%8
%&%'31EVWL,EVFSYV &EVV 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] &EVV:EYVMIE
4IPSRMYQRWT
+6)%8-2%+9%1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8'
4IPSRMYQTMGMZIRXVI'LIZVSPEX
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
'3''-2)00-(%)
'EXEREGPEYWIRM'LETMR
w#&%,%1%-7x &PEGO[IPHIV
'LMPSGSVYW GEGXM 0MRREIYW
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[
8S[R 6,8' 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] :EYVMIF
']GPSRIHE WERKYMRIE PMQFMJIV'EWI]
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'% 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% +YEVHMER
&PYI,SPI 6,8' 1SRI]4SMRX 6,8' 3[IRW8S[R 6,8' )0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ
 ,EVFSYV-WPERH ;MGOLEQ ?VITSVXIHEW'SGGMRIPPE WERKYMRIE 0MRREIYW a
(IGEHMSQYWFELEQMGYW 'EWI]
)0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH 'LETMR
(IGEHMSQYWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI 6,8' 3[IRW8S[R 6,8'
(IGEHMSQYWWT
)0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH
6,8'
(IPTLEWXYWTEPPMHYW 0I'SRXI
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8'
(MSQYW VSWIMGSPPMW1YPWERX
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1SVKERvW&PYJJ 6,8' 7QEPP
,STI 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R *7'%6,8' WXVERH7SJ
1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
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(MSQYWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI *7'%
(MSQYWWT
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8' 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH 6,8'
,]TIVEWTMWSVREXIPPE+SVHSR
2);463:-()2').YROERSS&IEGL 6,8'
2IPEWE#WT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1SRI]4SMRX *7'% 3[IRW8S[R *7'% QM77SYXL
&PEROIX7SYRH *7'%
2ITLEWTMW SGYPEXE &PEXGLPI]
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX *7'% 2);463:-()2').YROERSS&IEGL 6,8'
3PPE ZRMKVYQ 1YPWERX
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' )0)98,)6%6SGO7SYRH *7'%
4W]PPSFSVERERE1YPWERX
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXI 6,8' )0)98,)6%,EVFSYV-WPERH ;MGOLEQ
4W]PPSFSVEWGL[EV^M'LETMR
%2(637&ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' +YEVHMER&PYI,SPI 6,8' '%8-70%2(RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX]
'LETMR )0)98,)6%RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR )<91%RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR
 +6)%8%&%'3RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR +6)%8%&%'3RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR
 +6)%8-2%+9%WXVERH7SJ1MHHPI4SMRX 6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'% 032+-70%2(
RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR 2);463:-()2')RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR 691
'%=RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 'LETMR
6SHSPME GEVHMREPMW 1YPWERX
%2(6373[IRW8S[R 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
7G]QRMPPYWWT
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R *7'%6,8' 7EPX4SRH,MPP 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH 6,8'
7G]QRYWTYXYW'EWI]
)0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH 'EWI]
7G]QRYWWSGIV0I'SRXI
+6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8'
7G]QRYWWTSVWTT
)0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ )0)98,)6%,EVFSYV-WPERH ;MGOLEQ +6%2(
&%,%1%;EXIV'E] ;MGOLEQ
7XIXLSVYWYXMPMW ,SVR
+6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP 6,8' IRXVERGI9RMSR'VIIO6IWIVZI 6,8'
>MPYWIPIYXLIVEI 'EWI] ?!7G]QRMPPYWIPIYXLIVEI'EWI]A
)0)98,)6%RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] +SVHSR
>MPYWPEXIVEPMW 'EWI] ?!7G]QRMPPYWPEXIVEPMW'EWI]A
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:MPPEKI 7XIMRIVE +6)%8-2%+9%WXVERH7SJ1MHHPI4SMRX *7'% 691'%=4SVX2IPWSR
8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW
4LEPIVME TYRGXMTIW0I'SRXI
%2(6374MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR7XIMRIVE '633/)(-70%2(RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX]
8VMTPILSVR ERH ;EXVSYW   )0)98,)6% )KK -WPERH 8VMTPILSVR ERH ;EXVSYW  
)0)98,)6%,EVFSYV-WPERH 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW;MGOLEQ +6%2(&%,%1%
OQ2;,SPQIW6SGO:MPPEKI 7XIMRIVE *VIITSVX 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW 0YGE]E
&IEGL 7XIMRIVE 1G0IERW8S[R 7XIMRIVE OQ)2)0YGE]E 7XIMRIVE ;EXIV
'E] 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW <EREHY&IEGL 7XIMRIVE +6)%8-2%+9%ZMG1MHHPI
4SMRX *7'% 2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'% 2);463:-()2')RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 8VMTPILSVRERH
;EXVSYW 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW
4LEPIVME XIWXEGIE7E]?!4LEPIVME PSRKYPE0I'SRXIA
%2(6371SRI]4SMRX *7'% 2MGLSPPW8S[R *7'% '32')48-32-70%2(RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX]
8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW )0)98,)6%,EVFSYV-WPERH 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW +6%2(
&%,%1%&SSXPI&E]:MPPEKI 7XIMRIVE +6)%8-2%+9%2SVXL[IWX4SMRX *7'% 2368,
&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] 8VMTPILSVRERH;EXVSYW +6%2(&%,%1%;EXIV'E] 8VMTPILSVR
ERH;EXVSYW
4PEX]HIQE ERXIRREXYQ0ETSVXIERH&VYPPÍ
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 1SVKERvW&PYJJ 6,8'
4PEX]HIQE IV]XLVSGIVYW0ETSVXIERH&VYPPÍ
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%
4PEX]HIQE I\GEZEXYQ 7E]
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'% &S[IR7SYRH *7'% 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR
*7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI 6,8' +6%2(&%,%1%*VIITSVX 7XIMRIVE
4PEX]HIQE QMGERW>MQQIVQERR
+6%2(&%,%1%*VIITSVX 7XIMRIVE
4PEX]HIQE VYJMGSVRI 7XYVQ
+6%2(&%,%1%*VIITSVX 7XIMRIVE
4PEX]HIQE RMKVEXYQ 1SXWGLYPWO]
+6%2(&%,%1%*VIITSVX 7XIMRIVE
7XVSRK]PMYQ #RMKVE>E]EW
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%
8LEVWYW WIHMXMSWYW0I'SRXI
+6%2(&%,%1%*VIITSVX 7XIMRIVE
8VMIRXSQE NMPEI7XIMRIV
7%27%0:%(367ERH],SSOv2v; 7XIMRIV
8VMIRXSQE ZSIKIPMSVYQ7XIMRIV
7%27%0:%(36*VIRGL&E]&IEGLv2v; 7XIMRIV 7ERH],SSOv2v;
7XIMRIV
8VMIRXSQE[MGOLEQM'EWI]
w&%,%1%7x 0IRKERH1YXGLPIV
8VMIRXSQE RWT
+6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
8VMIRXSQE R WT
+6)%8-2%+9%WXVERH7SJ1MHHPI4SMRX *7'%
9PSQSMHIW SGYPEVMW 'EWI]
%2(637 'EVKMPP 'VIIO 6,8'  *SVJEV *MIPH 7XEXMSR 6,8'  2); 463:-()2') 2EWWEY
8VMTPILSVR
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8)86%831-(%)
)YWXVSTLSTWMWWTRVFMGSPSV *EFVMGMYW
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8'
8,637'-(%)
%YPSRSXLVSWGYWWT
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%
%YPSRSXLVSWGYWWT
)0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%1EXXLI[8S[R 6,8' QM27EPX4SRH
,MPP *7'%
863+-(%)
8VS\WT
7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] :EYVMIF
863+377-8-(%)
%MVSVEWT
+6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%
8IQRSGLMPE LYFFEVHM0IZIMPPI
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%6,8' &ILVMRK4SMRX 6,8' 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX]
&EVVSR
8IQRSGLMPEWT
%2(637 &S[IR 7SYRH 6,8'  'EVKMPP 'VIIO 6,8'  *SVJEV *MIPH 7XEXMSR *7'% 6,8' 
1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8'
8IRIFVSMHIW GSVXMGEPMW 1IPWLIMQIV ?!3WXSQE PMQFEPMW 1IPWLIMQIV A
7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] :EYVMIF
8IRIFVSMHIW JPSVMHERYW7GLEIJJIV
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
6,8' 1SVKERvW&PYJJ *7'% 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] &EVVSR
8IRIFVSMHIW WSVSV .EGUYIPMRHY:EP
%2(637&S[IR7SYRH *7'% *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1SVKERvW&PYJJ *7'%6,8' 
7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E] *7'% 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX]
&EVVSR:EYVMIF
8IRIFVSMHIWWT
+6)%8-2%+9%7SYXL&E]VSEH *7'%
>34,)6-(%)
%WTEXLMRIW EIRIYW8LSQWSR
%2(637&S[IR7SYRH *7'%6,8' 'EGXYW'STTMGI 6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH
7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%6,8' 1EWXMG4SMRX 6,8' 2MGLSPPW8S[R
6,8' QM70SRHSR'VIIO *7'%6,8' QM;7XEJJSVH'VIIO *7'%6,8' 3[IRW
8S[R 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' 9RGPI'LEVPMIvW&PYI,SPI 6,8' )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[
&E] *7'% +6)%8-2%+9%7EPX4SRH,MPP 6,8' 7SYXL&E]VSEH 6,8'
%YPSRMYQ XYFIVGYPEXYQ0I'SRXI
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
&MXSQE HMWGSPSV7LEVT
%2(637 &ILVMRK 4SMRX *7'%  *SVJEV *MIPH 7XEXMSR *7'% 6,8'  2); 463:-()2')
'EVQMGLEIPEVIE 9721
&MXSQEWT
2);463:-()2')'EVQMGLEIPEVIE 9721
'SP]HMYQ XLSQEWM7XITLER
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR 6,8'
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)RHIMXSQE KVERYPEXE 7E]
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI 6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV
'STTMGI *7'%6,8'
)RHIMXSQEWT
%2(637'EVKMPP'VIIO *7'% 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'%
,]TSVLEKYWQEVKMREXYW *EFVMGMYW
+6)%8-2%+9%QM27EPX4SRH,MPP *7'%6,8'
,]TSVLEKYW TYRGXYPEXYW8LSQWSR
%2(637%XEPE'STTMGI *7'%6,8' &S[IR7SYRH *7'%6,8' 'EVKMPP'VIIO 6,8' 
QM77XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1SRI]4SMRX 6,8' 1SVKERvW
&PYJJ 6,8' 2MGLSPPW8S[R *7'% 3[IRW8S[R 6,8' 7XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' QM77XEJJSVH
'VIIO 6,8' '%78%;%= +36(% '%=RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] *7'% )0)98,)6%6EMRFS[&E]
*7'% )<91%,YQQMRKFMVH'E] *7'% 7398,&-1-2-RSWTIGMJMGPSGEPMX] *7'%:EYVMI
F
0EWGSRSXYW TYWMPPYW0I'SRXI
%2(6372MGLSPPW8S[R 6,8'
1MGVSWMGYW TEVZYPYW +YÍVMR1ÍRIZMPPI
%2(637QM77XEJJSVH'VIIO 6,8' *SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8' 1EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI
6,8'
1SRSIHYW KYXXEXYW ,SVR
%2(6374MKISR'E] %RHIVWSR
1SRSIHYWWTSVWTT
%2(6371EMHIRLEMV'STTMGI *7'% )0)98,)6%)KK-WPERH ;MGOLEQ
2ISXVMGLYW MRWYPEVMW+VSYZIPPI
%2(637*SVJEV*MIPH7XEXMSR *7'%6,8'
0MXIVEXYVI'MXIH
%RHIVWSR678LI'YVGYPMSRSMHIESJWSYXLIVR*PSVMHE%RERRSXEXIHGLIGOPMWX 'SPISTXIVE
'YVGYPMSRSMHIE?I\GPYHMRK'YVGYPMSRMHEI7GSP]XMREI4PEX]TSHMREIA -RWIGXE1YRHM
%RHIVWSR67&IIXPIWSJ4MKISR'E]%RHVSW-WPERH&ELEQE-WPERHW -RWIGXE'SPISTXIVE 
&ELEQEW.SYVREPSJ7GMIRGI
%VRIXX6,.V8LISIHIQIVMHFIIXPIWSJXLI&MQMRM-WPERHKVSYT&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL
;IWX-RHMIW%QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
%VRIXX6,.VERH1'8LSQEW IHW %QIVMGER&IIXPIW:SP%VGLSWXIQEXE1]\STLEKE
%HITLEKE4SP]TLEKE7XETL]PMRMJSVQME'6'4VIWW&SGE6EXSR\ZT
&EVERS[WOM61(MWGSZIV]SJXLITYRGXYVIZMRIWXIQ[IIZMP1MGVSPEVMRYWP]TVMJSVQMW 'S
PISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI MRXLI&ELEQEW*PSVMHE)RXSQSPSKMWX
&EVVSR.6%VIZMWMSRSJXLI8VSKSWMXMHEISJ%QIVMGERSVXLSJ1I\MGS 'SPISTXIVE'PIVSMHIE 
1IQSMVWSJXLI)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ'EREHE2ST
&PEOI(,7TIGMIWSJXLIKIRYW0EGXMGEJVSQXLI;IWX-RHMIWGPSWIP]VIPEXIHXS0XMFMEPMW 3PMZMIV 
.SYVREPSJXLI;EWLMRKXSR%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIW1IREWLE
&PEOI(,7M\RI[WTIGMIWSJ1IKMWXSTW[MXLOI]WXSXLIORS[RWTIGMIW 'SPISTXIVE 4W]GLI

&PEOI ( ,  8[IPZI RI[ WTIGMIW SJ GLV]WSQIPMH FIIXPIW JVSQ XLI ;IWX -RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE
'LV]WSQIPMHEI %QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
&PEOI(,%VIZMI[SJXLIFIIXPIWSJXLIKIRYW1IXEGLVSQE'LIZVSPEX 'SPISTXIVE'LV]WSQIPMHEI 
7QMXLWSRMER'SRXVMFYXMSRWXS>SSPSK]T
&PEGO[IPHIV6)'LIGOPMWXSJXLI'SPISTXIVSYWMRWIGXWSJ1I\MGS'IRXVEP%QIVMGEXLI
;IWX-RHMIWERH7SYXL%QIVMGE7QMXLWSRMER-RWXMXYXMSR9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP1YWIYQ&YPPIXMR
4EVXWT
&VMKLX()7XYHMIWSR;IWX-RHMER7GSP]XMHEI 'SPISTXIVE 2I[WTIGMIWRI[HMWXVMFYXMSR
VIGSVHWERHXE\SRSQMGRSXIW7XYHMIWSR2ISXVSTMGEP*EYREERH)RZMVSRQIRX
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&VMKLX()7XYHMIWSR;IWX-RHMER7GSP]XMHEI 'SPISTXIVE 2I[HMWXVMFYXMSRVIGSVHWERH
HIWGVMTXMSRWSJERI[KIRYWERHWTIGMIW7XYHMIWSR2ISXVSTMGEP*EYREERH)RZMVSRQIRX
&VS[RI(.7&4IGOERH1%-ZMI 8LIPSRKLSVRFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE'IVEQF]GMHEI SJ
XLI&ELEQE-WPERHW[MXLEREREP]WMWSJWTIGMIWEVIEVIPEXMSRWLMTWHMWXVMFYXMSRTEXXIVRWSVMKMRSJXLI
JEYREERHERERRSXEXIHWTIGMIWPMWX8VSTMGEP>SSPSK]
'EQTFIPP.1 %VIZMWMSRSJXLI%PPIGYPMHEI 'SPISTXIVE SJXLI;IWX-RHMIW1IQSMVWSJXLI
)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ'EREHE
'EWI]80 %VIZMWMSRSJXLI%QIVMGER'SGGMRIPPMHEI.SYVREPSJXLI2I[=SVO)RXSQSPSKMGEP
7SGMIX]
'EWI]8 0 6IZMI[SJXLI%QIVMGER'SV]PSTLMHEI'V]TXSTLEKMHEI8VMXSQMHEIERH(IVQIWXMHEI
[MXLSXLIVWXYHMIW.SYVREPSJXLI2I[=SVO)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
'EWI]8 0 3RWSQIRI[WTIGMIWSJ&EPERMRM8]GLMMRMERHVIPEXIHXVMFIW'EREHMER)RXSQSPSKMWX

'E^MIV1% 8LI&YTVIWXMHEISJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE&YTVIWXMHEI 
%QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
'E^MIV1%%HHMXMSRWXSXLIFYTVIWXMHJEYRESJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'S
PISTXIVE&YTVIWXMHEI %QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
'E^MIV1%ERH00EGI] 8LI'IVEQF]GMHEISJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW
'SPISTXIVE %QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
'LETMR) % %RI[KIRYWSJ;IWX-RHMER'SGGMRIPPMHEI 'SPISTXIVE 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI&MSPSKMGEP
7SGMIX]SJ;EWLMRKXSR
'LETMR)% 6IGSVHWSJGSGGMRIPPMHFIIXPIWJVSQXLI'E]QER-WPERHW[MXLHIWGVMTXMSRWSJRI[
WTIGMIWJVSQXLI;IWX-RHMIW)RXSQSPSKMWXvW1SRXLP]1EKE^MRI
'LIQWEO.% 2SXIWSR'IVEQF]GMHEISJ+VERH&ELEQE-WPERH 'SPISTXIVE 4ER4EGMJMG)RXS
QSPSKMWX
'PEVO;) 8LI[IIZMPKIRYW7MFMRME+IVQEV2EXYVEPLMWXSV]XE\SRSQ]TL]PSKIR]ERH^SSKI
SKVETL][MXLVIZMWMSRSJXLI2I[;SVPHWTIGMIW 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI 5YEIWXMSRIW)RXSQSPSKMGEI

'PEVO;)  8LI[IIZMPKIRYW,EQEFE'EWI] 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI *PSVMHE)RXSQSPSKMWX

'PEVO;) 'PEWWMJMGEXMSRSJXLI[IIZMPXVMFI0MKR]SHMRM 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI8]GLMMREI 
[MXLVIZMWMSRSJXLIKIRYW4PSGIXIW8VERWEGXMSRWSJXLI%QIVMGER)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
'PEVO;)6IZMWMSRSJXLI%RXLSRSQYW EPFSERRYPEXYWERH%RXLSRSQYW XVMIRWMWWTIGMIWKVSYTW
'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
'PEVO;)ERH,6&YVOI8LIWTIGMIWSJ%RXLSRSQYW+IVQEV 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLTPERXWMRXLIJEQMP]7SPEREGIEI7SYXL[IWXIVR)RXSQSPSKMWX7YTTPIQIRX2S
T
(EVPMRKXSR4 . ;IWX-RHMER'EVEFMHEI 'SPISTXIVE XLI&ELEQEWTIGMIW%QIVMGER1YWIYQ
2SZMXEXIW
(]FEW,7)ZMHIRGIJSVTEVXLIRSKIRIWMWMRXLIJIEXLIV[MRKFIIXPIW[MXLEXE\SRSQMGVIZMI[SJ
ERI[KIRYWERHIMKLXRI[WTIGMIW 'SPISTXIVE4XMPMMHEI *MIPHMERE>SSP
)PPMSXX2&*MIPHKYMHIXSXLIMRWIGXWSJ7ER7EPZEHSV-WPERH&ELEQEWRHIHMXMSR&ELEQMER
*MIPH7XEXMSRT
)PPMSXX2ERH47EPFIVX 2SXIWSRXMKIVFIIXPIWSJ7ER7EPZEHSV-WPERH&ELEQEW'MGMRHIPE

)V[MR8 0ERH007MQW 'EVEFMHFIIXPIWSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW -RWIGXE'SPISTXIVE %W]RSTWMW
SJXLIKIRIVEERHGLIGOPMWXWSJXVMFIWSJ'EVEFSMHIEERHSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW5YEIWXMSRIW)RXSQSPSKMGEI

*MWLIV;7 E2I[;IWX-RHMER'IVEQF]GMHEI 'SPISTXIVE 7YFJEQMP]0EQMMREI%QIVMGER
1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
*MWLIV;7 F%VIZMWMSRSJXLI;IWX-RHMER'SPISTXIVESJXLIJEQMP]&YTVIWXMHEI4VSGIIHMRKWSJ
XLI9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP1YWIYQ EVX  RS 
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*MWLIV;7 2I[;IWX-RHMERGIVEQF]GMHFIIXPIW4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP
1YWIYQ  
*MWLIV;72I[;IWX-RHMERGIVEQF]GMHFIIXPIW4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP
1YWIYQ  
*MWLIV;7 2I[;IWX-RHMERGIVEQF]GMHFIIXPIW---8SVVIME2ST
*SVH). %VIZMWMSRSJXLIKIRYW4IXEPMYQ0I'SRXIMRXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW+VIEXIV%RXMPPIWERH
XLI&ELEQEW 'SPISTXIVE%RSFMMHEI 9RMXIH7XEXIW(ITEVXQIRXSJ%KVMGYPXYVI8IGLRMGEP&YPPIXMR

*SVH). 8LIKIRYW7XIPMHSXE)VMGLWSRMR2SVXL%QIVMGEERI[WTIGMIWJVSQ*PSVMHERI[
W]RSR]Q]ERHPIGXSX]TIHIWMKREXMSRW 'SPISTXIVE2MXMHYPMHEI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
*VERO.,*(&IRRIXXERH,0'VSQVS] (MWXVMFYXMSRERHTVI]VIGSVHWJSV3PMKSXE
QMRYXE 'SPISTXIVE7XETL]PMRMHEI ETVIHEXSVSJQMXIW*PSVMHE)RXSQSPSKMWX
+EPMPIS1,1ERH961EVXMRW6IZMWÇSHEXVMFS7SPIRSTXIVMRM 'SPISTXIVE'IVEQF]GMHEI
4VMSRMREI 4EVXI-:+ÎRIVS)PEXIVSTWMW'LIZVSPEXIHMWXVMFYMËÇSKISKVÅJMGEHEXVMFS6IZMWXE
&VEWMPIMVEHI)RXSQSPSKME
+SVHSR6( 8LI'SGGMRIPPMHEI 'SPISTXIVE SJ%QIVMGE2SVXLSJ1I\MGS.SYVREPSJXLI2I[=SVO
)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
,EQMPXSR6 ;  )YWGIPYWWTIGMIWSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE%XXIPEFMHEI >SSXE\E
,IVQER0,.V 6IZMWMSRSJ&PIHMYWERHVIPEXIHKIRIVE4EVX-8LIEIUYEXSVMEPMW QERHMFYPEVMW
ERH WIQMJIVVYKMRIYWKVSYTWERHX[SRI[KIRIVE 'SPISTXIVE7XETL]PMRMHEI3\]XIPMREI &YPPIXMRSJ
XLI%QIVMGER1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]
,S[HIR% 8 %RI[WTIGMIWSJ-WSHVYWYW[MXLRSXIWSR-WSHVYWYW HIFMPMW7LEVT'SPISTXIVMWXW
&YPPIXMR
,S[HIR% 88LI8ER]QIGMRMSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI 'SRXVMFYXMSRWXS
XLI%QIVMGER)RXSQSPSKMGEP-RWXMXYXI
,S[HIR % 8  6IZMI[ SJ XLI 2I[ ;SVPH I]IPIWW [IIZMPW [MXL YRGMREXI XMFMEI 'SPISTXIVE
'YVGYPMSRMHEI1SP]XMREI'V]TXSVL]RGLMREI'SWWSRMREI 1IQSMVWSJXLI)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ
'EREHE
,S[HIR,*;IWX-RHMER2ISEXL]VIYWERHXLIMVSZIV[EXIVHMWTIVWEP 'SPISTXIVE7GEVEFEIMHEI
+ISXVYTMREI .SYVREPSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]
-ZMI1 % >STLIVMHEI7SPMIVT-R6,%VRIXX.V1'8LSQEW4)7OIPPI]
ERH.,*VERO IHW %QIVMGERFIIXPIW:SP4SP]TLEKE7GEVEFEISMHIEXLVSYKL'YVGYPMSRSMHIE
'6'4VIWW&SGE6EXSRT
-ZMI1%ERH.%'LIQWEO 7]RSR]Q]MR;IWX-RHMER)G]VYW0I'SRXI 'IVEQF]GMHEI
0EQMMREI4SKSRSGLIVMRM 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
-ZMI1%ERH8/4LMPMTW 8LVIIRI[WTIGMIWSJ'ERXLSRIPPE 'LETMRJVSQ,MWTERMSPE[MXL
RI[VIGSVHWERHRSQIRGPEXYVEPGLERKIWJSV;IWX-RHMERHYRKFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE7GEVEFEIMHEI
7GEVEFEIMREI >SSXE\E 
.EQIWSR1 0 4L]PSKIRIXMGEREP]WMWSJXLIWYFXVMFI6YXIPMREERHVIZMWMSRSJXLI6YXIPEKIRIVMG
KVSYTW 'SPISTXIVE7GEVEFEIMHEI6YXIPMREI6YXIPMRM &YPPIXMRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ2IFVEWOE7XEXI
1YWIYQ
/MRKWSPZIV.1&MSW]WXIQEXMGWSJXLIKIRYW1IVSFVYGLYWSJGSRXMRIRXEP2SVXL%QIVMGEERHXLI
;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE&VYGLMHEI 9RMXIH7XEXI(ITEVXQIRXSJ%KVMGYPXYVI%KVMGYPXYVEP6IWIEVGL
7IVZMGI8IGLRMGEP&YPPIXMR2YQFIV
/MWWMRKIV(EZMH+ %TMSRMREISGGYVVMRKMRXLI;IWX-RHMIW 'YVGYPMSRMHEI'SPISTXIVE (+
/MWWMRKIV8E\SRSQMG4YFPMGEXMSRW6MZIVWMHI'%T
/VÅP(-0ÚFPERH+:2MOSPENIZ&SPFSGIVEXMHEIT-R-0ÚFPERH%7QIXERE
IHW  'EXEPSKYI SJ 4EPEIEVGXMG 'SPISTXIVE :SP  7GEVEFEISMHIE z 7GMVXSMHIE z (EWGMPSMHIE z
&YTVIWXSMHIEz&]VVLSMHIE%TSPPS&SSOW7IRWXVYTT
0E[VIRGI. * 6IZMWMSRSJXLI2SVXL%QIVMGER'MMHEI 'SPISTXIVE &YPPIXMRSJXLI1YWIYQSJ
'SQTEVEXMZI>SSPSK]  
0E[VIRGI.*ERH,6IMGLEVHX 6IZMWMSRSJXLIKIRIVE+RSWXYWERH*EFVEWME 'SPISTXIVE
4XMRMHEI 4W]GLI
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0IRK';ERH%.1YXGLPIV %TVIPMQMREV]PMWXSJXLI'SPISTXIVESJXLI;IWX-RHMIWEW
VIGSVHIHXS.ERYEV]&YPPIXMRSJXLI%QIVMGER1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]
0IRK';ERH%.1YXGLPIV 8LI0]GMHEI0EQT]VMHEIERH'ERXLEVMHEI 8IPITLSVMHEI SJ
XLI;IWX-RHMIW&YPPIXMRSJXLI%QIVMGER1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV]
0MIFLIVV./ %XE\SRSQMGVIZMWMSRSJXLI;IWX-RHMER4PEX]RYWFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE'EVEFMHEI 
8VERWEGXMSRWSJXLI%QIVMGER)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
1ERXMPPIVM%ERH%7JSV^M6IZMI[SJXLI2ISXVSTMGEPWTIGMIWSJXLIKIRYW7XIVISHIVQYW
0EGSVHEMVI 'SPISTXIVE&VIRXMHEI7XIVISHIVQMRM >SSXE\E
1EVGY^^M+ 8IRIFVMSRMHFIIXPIWSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW7XYHMIWSRXLI*EYRESJ'YVEËESERHSXLIV
'EVMFFIER-WPERHW
1EVGY^^M+ 2YSZIJSVQIHM'SPISXXIVM8IRIFVMSRMHMHEPI&ELEQEW)RXSQSPSKMWGLI%VFIMXIR
1YWIYQ+*VI]
1EXXLI[W)+%XE\SRSQMGERH^SSKISKVETLMGWYVZI]SJXLI7GEVEFEIMREISJXLI%RXMPPIW 'S
PISTXIVE7GEVEFEIMHEI 1IQSMVWSJXLI%QIVMGER)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
1G,YKL.:ERH'20I[MW 8LVIIRI[WTIGMIWSJ'EVMRMWTLMRHYW1G,YKL 'SPISTXIVE
7TLMRHMHEI JVSQ&ELEQEW*PSVMHEERH4YIVXS6MGS'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
2IEVRW),ERH1%&VERLEQ6IZMWMSRERHTL]PSKIR]SJXLIXVMFIW'YVMMRM0I'SRXIERH
4PIGXVSQIVMRM2IEVRW &VERLEQRI[XVMFI 'SPISTXIVE'IVEQF]GMHEI'IVEQF]GMREI 1IQSMVWSJ
XLI%QIVMGER)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]
2MGLSPW7 ; 8[SRI[JPMKLXPIWWWTIGMIWSJ7GEVMXIW W WXVMRLEFMXMRK*PSVMHEERHXLI;IWX-RHMIW
'SPISTXIVE'EVEFMHEI7GEVEXMRM 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ;EWLMRKXSR

2MGLSPW7; /EPIMHSWGSTMGFMSKISKVETL]SJ;IWX-RHMER7GEVMXMREI 'SPISTXIVE'EVEFMHEI T
 -R./0MIFLIVV IH >SSKISKVETL]SJ'EVMFFIERMRWIGXW'SVRIPP9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW-XLEGE
2=
3v&VMIR'LEVPIW;  4EVEPMGYW QMR]STW3v&VMIRRI[KIRYWERHRI[WTIGMIWSJ'SWWSRMREIJVSQ
*PSVMHEERHXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW 'YVGYPMSRMHEI'SPISTXIVE 7SYXL[IWXIVR)RXSQSPSKMWX
3v&VMIR';ERH+.;MFQIV+ .%RRSXEXIHGLIGOPMWXSJXLI[IIZMPW WIRWY PEXS SJ2SVXL
%QIVMGE'IRXVEP%QIVMGEERHXLI;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI 1IQSMVWSJXLI%QIVM
GER)RXSQSPSKMGEP-RWXMXYXIT
3GEQTS*'4L]PSKIRIXMGEREP]WMWSJXLIWGEVEFJEQMP],]FSWSVMHEIERHQSRSKVETLMGVIZMWMSR
SJXLI2I[;SVPHJEQMP]%REMHMREI 'SPISTXIVE7GEVEFEISMHIE &YPPIXMRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]2IFVEWOE
7XEXI1YWIYQ
4EGLIGS* 7MWXIQÅXMGEJMPSKIRME]HMWXVMFYGM×RHIPSW,IXIVSGIVMHSWHI%QIVMGE 'SPISTXIVE
,IXIVSGIVMHEI 1SRSKVEJÑEWHIP'SPIKMSHI4SWX+VEHYEHSW2S'LETMRKS1Í\MGST
4EVO3 8LI4WIPETLMHEISJ7SYXL&MQMRM-WPERH&ELEQEW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE 
%QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
4IGO7& %GLIGOPMWXSJXLIFIIXPIWSJ'YFE[MXLHEXESRHMWXVMFYXMSRWERHFMSRSQMGW -RWIGXE
'SPISTXIVE %VXLVSTSHWSJ*PSVMHEERH2IMKLFSVMRK0ERH%VIEWMZM
4IGO7&ERH1'8LSQEW %HMWXVMFYXMSREPGLIGOPMWXSJXLIFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE SJ*PSVMHE
%VXLVSTSHWSJ*PSVMHEERH2IMKLFSVMRK0ERH%VIEWMZMMM
4LMPMTW8/ERH1%-ZMI 8LI1IXLMMRMSJXLI;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE'IVEQF]GMHEI [MXL
RSXIWSRXLIGMVGYQ'EVMFFIERWTIGMIW)RXSQSPSKMGE7GERHMREZMGE
4SPPSGO( % 6IZMI[SJXLI2I[;SVPH,IQMTITPMREI 'SPISTXIVE1]GXIVMHEI [MXLHIWGVMTXMSRW
SJXIRRI[WTIGMIW)RXSQSPSKMGE7GERHMREZMGE
6EXGPMJJI&' %QIVMGER3V]GXMRM7XVEXIKYWZIVVMPPM6EXGPMJJIVIHMWGSZIVIHERHHIWGVMFIHERH
RI[ VIGSVHW ERH GSQQIRXW JSV SXLIV 7XVEXIKYW ERH ,MWTERMSV]GXIW 'SPISTXIVE 7GEVEFEIMHEI
(]REWXMREI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
6EXGPMJJI&'ERH6('EZI 8LI(]REWXMREI 'SPISTXIVE7GEVEFEIMHEI SJXLI&ELEQEW
[MXLEHIWGVMTXMSRSJERI[WTIGMIWSJ']GPSGITLEPEJVSQ+VIEX-REKYE-WPERH-RWIGXE1YRHM

7IPERHIV6&ERH./&SYWIQER 1IPSMHFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE SJXLI;IWX-RHMIW4VSGIIH
MRKWSJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP1YWIYQ  
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7OIPPI]4) %RI[WTIGMIWSJuNYQTMRKWLSVIFIIXPIvMRXLIKIRYW1I\MGS7TMPQERJVSQXLI
&ELEQEW 'SPISTXIVE0MQRMGLMHEI8LEYQEWXSHMREI -RWIGXE1YRHM
7PIITIV) 0 2I[1]VQIGMREI 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI JVSQXLI%RXMPPIW3LMS.SYVREPSJ
7GMIRGI
7QIXERE% 6SZIFIIXPIWSJXLIWYFXVMFI4LMPSRXLMRESJ%QIVMGERSVXLSJ1I\MGS 'SPISTXIVE
7XETL]PMRMHEI 'PEWWMJMGEXMSRTL]PSKIR]ERHXE\SRSQMGVIZMWMSR1IQSMVWSR)RXSQSPSK]-RXIVRE
XMSREP\T
7QMXL8 68LI']FSGITLEPMHEI 'SPISTXIVE SJ%QIVMGERSVXLSJ1I\MGS%RREPWSJXLI)RXSQS
PSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ%QIVMGE
7XIMRIV;).V 2I[HMWXVMFYXMSRVIGSVHWERHVIGIRXWTVIEHSJ,]QIRSVYWJEVVM'EQTFIPP
'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI%PPIGYPMREI XS*PSVMHEERHXLI'EVMFFIERVIKMSR4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI)RXS
QSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ;EWLMRKXSR
7XIMRIV;).V E7XYHMIWSRXLIHEVOPMRKFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI ORS[RJVSQ
+VERH&ELEQE-WPERH[MXLHIWGVMTXMSRWSJRI[WTIGMIWSJ&VERGLYWERH%HIPMRE4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI
)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ;EWLMRKXSR
7XIMRIV;).V F2SXIWERHTVSTSWIHWXYHMIWSRXLIHEVOPMRKFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI
SJXLI&ELEQMERVIKMSRT-R7(&YGORIVERH871G+VEXL IHW 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI
XL7]QTSWMYQSRXLI2EXYVEP,MWXSV]SJXLI&ELEQEW+IVEGI6IWIEVGL'IRXIV7ER7EPZEHSV
&ELEQEW
7XIMRIV;).V2I[WTIGMIWSJHEVOPMRKFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI JVSQ7ER7EPZEHSV
-WPERH&ELEQEW>SSXE\E
7XIMRIV;).V8LIHEVOPMRKFIIXPIW 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI SJ7ER7EPZEHSV&ELEQEW
[MXLRSXIWSRFMSKISKVETL]T-R&.6EXLOIERH;/,E]IW IHW 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI
)PIZIRXL7]QTSWMYQSRXLI2EXYVEP,MWXSV]SJXLI&ELEQEW+IVEGI6IWIEVGL'IRXIV7ER7EPZE
HSV&ELEQEW
8LSQEW1' 8LIJPEXFEVOFIIXPIWSJ*PSVMHE 0EIQSTLPSIMHEI4EWWERHVMHEI7MPZERMHEI 
%VXLVSTSHWSJ*PSVMHEERH2IMKLFSVMRK0ERH%VIEWMZMMMT
8LSQEW1' 2I[&ELEQMERVIGSVHWJSV0EIQSTLPSIMHEI 'SPISTXIVE'YGYNSMHIE -RWIGXE1YRHM

8LSQEW1' %TEWWERHVMHRI[XSXLI&ELEQEW 'SPISTXIVE'YGYNSMHIE -RWIGXE1YRHM
8LSQEW1'ERH6,8YVRFS[.V 'IVEQF]GMHEIRI[XS%RHVSW-WPERH&ELEQEW 'S
PISTXIVE 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR  
8VMTPILSVR' % 6IZMWMSRSJ(METIVMRMSJ%QIVMGERSVXLSJ1I\MGS[MXLRSXIWSRI\XVEPMQMXEP
WTIGMIW 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW2EXMSREP1YWIYQ  

8VMTPILSVR'%ERH0);EXVSYW %W]RSTWMWSJXLIKIRYW4LEPIVMEMRXLI9RMXIH7XEXIWERH
&ENE'EPMJSVRME 'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
8VMTPILSVR' %ERH0);EXVSYW  4LEPIVMESJXLI;IWX-RHMIWERHGMVGYQ'EVMFFIERVIKMSR
'SPISTXIVE8IRIFVMSRMHEI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
:EPIRXMRI&( 8LI%RXLVMFMHEISJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE %QIVM
GER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
:EPIRXMRI&( %GEXEPSKYISJ;IWX-RHMIW%RXLVMFMHEI-RWIGXE1YRHM
:EYVMI4 6IZMWMSRSJXLIKIRYW'EPIRHVE JSVQIVP]7TLIRSTLSVYW MRXLI9RMXIH7XEXIWERH
1I\MGS 'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI &YPPIXMRSJXLI%QIVMGER1YWIYQSJ2EXYVEP,MWXSV] EVX 

:EYVMI4 E8LIGLIGOIVIHFIIXPIWSJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE'PIVMHEI 
%QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
:EYVMI4 F-RWIGXGSPPIGXMRKMRXLI&MQMRM-WPERHKVSYT&ELEQE-WPERH%QIVMGER1YWIYQ
2SZMXEXIW
;EXWSR.6 %RI['YFERTIWXSJGMXVYW*PSVMHE)RXSQSPSKMWX
;LMXILIEH(66IGSKRMXMSRGLEVEGXIVWERHHMWXVMFYXMSRVIGSVHWJSVWTIGMIWSJ'SRSXVEGLIPYW
'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRMHEI XLEXHEQEKIEZSGEHSJVYMXWMR1I\MGSERH'IRXVEP%QIVMGE4VSGIIHMRKW
SJXLI)RXSQSPSKMGEP7SGMIX]SJ;EWLMRKXSR
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;LMXILIEH(67]WXIQEXMGWSJ%TMSR 8VMGLETMSR NSLRWGLQMXXMERI[WTIGMIWJVSQ'SWXE6MGE
'SPISTXIVE'YVGYPMSRSMHIE%TMSRMHEI 'SPISTXIVMWXW&YPPIXMR
;MFQIV+ .ERH';3v&VMIR %HHMXMSRWERHGSVVIGXMSRWXSERRSXEXIHGLIGOPMWXWSJXLI
[IIZMPWSJ2SVXL%QIVMGE'IRXVEP%QIVMGEERHXLI;IWX-RHMIWERHSJ7SYXL%QIVMGE7SYXL[IWX
IVR)RXSQSPSKMWX7YTTPIQIRX2ST
;MGOLEQ,*2SXIWSREXVMTXSXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW'EREHMER)RXSQSPSKMWX
;MXXQIV; >YV/IRRXRMWHIV+EXXYRK8]XXLSR]\0I'SRXI&IMXVEK 'SPISTXIVE'ERXEVMHEI
?WMGA7YFJEQ7MPMREI8VMFYW8]XXLSR]\MRM )RXSQSPSKMGE&EWMPMIRWME
;SSHVYJJ6) 8LI%WMERQERKSJPS[IVFIIXPI4VSXEIXME JYWGE ,IVFWX ERH)YTLSVME WITYPGVEPMW
*EFVMGMYW MR*PSVMHEERHXLI;IWX-RHMIW 7GEVEFEIMHEI'IXSRMMREI -RWIGXE1YRHM
=SYRK*2 8LI[EXIVFIIXPIWSJXLI&ELEQE-WPERHW&VMXMWL;IWX-RHMIW 'SPISTXIVE(]XMWGMHEI
+]VMRMHEI,]HVSGLMHEI,]HVSTLMPMHEI %QIVMGER1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
=SYRK* 2 8LI[EXIVFIIXPIWSJ*PSVMHE9RMZIVWMX]SJ*PSVMHE4VIWW+EMRIWZMPPIT
=SYRK* 2 E8LIRIEVGXMGWTIGMIWSJ'STIPEXYW)VMGLWSR 'SPISTXIVE(]XMWGMHEI 5YEVXIVP]
.SYVREPSJXLI*PSVMHE%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIW
=SYRK* 2 F%RI[WTIGMIWSJ0EGGSTLMPYWJVSQXLI&ELEQEW 'SPISTXIVE(]XMWGMHEI %QIVMGER
1YWIYQ2SZMXEXIW
=SYRK* 2 %OI]XSXLI%QIVMGERWTIGMIWSJ,]HVSGERXLYW7E][MXLHIWGVMTXMSRWSJRI[XE\E
'SPISTXIVE2SXIVMHEI 4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI%GEHIQ]SJ2EXYVEP7GMIRGIWSJ4LMPEHIPTLME
6IGIMZIH1EVGLEGGITXIH1EVGL

